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Dass ich erkenne, was die Welt
Im Innersten zusammenhält

Goethe
(Faust, I.382–3)
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Preface to the first edition

The theory of quantum mechanics forms the basis for our present understanding of
physical phenomena on an atomic and sometimes macroscopic scale. Today, quantum
mechanics can be applied to most fields of science. Within engineering, important subjects
of practical significance include semiconductor transistors, lasers, quantum optics, and
molecular devices. As technology advances, an increasing number of new electronic
and opto-electronic devices will operate in ways which can only be understood using
quantum mechanics. Over the next thirty years, fundamentally quantum devices such as
single-electron memory cells and photonic signal processing systems may well become
commonplace. Applications will emerge in any discipline that has a need to understand,
control, and modify entities on an atomic scale. As nano- and atomic-scale structures
become easier to manufacture, increasing numbers of individuals will need to understand
quantum mechanics in order to be able to exploit these new fabrication capabilities. Hence,
one intent of this book is to provide the reader with a level of understanding and insight
that will enable him or her to make contributions to such future applications, whatever
they may be.
The book is intended for use in a one-semester introductory course in applied quantum

mechanics for engineers, material scientists, and others interested in understanding the
critical role of quantum mechanics in determining the behavior of practical devices. To
help maintain interest in this subject, I felt it was important to encourage the reader
to solve problems and to explore the possibilities of the Schrödinger equation. To ease
the way, solutions to example exercises are provided in the text, and the enclosed CD-
ROM contains computer programs written in the MATLAB language that illustrate these
solutions. The computer programs may be usefully exploited to explore the effects of
changing parameters such as temperature, particle mass, and potential within a given
problem. In addition, they may be used as a starting point in the development of designs
for quantum mechanical devices.
The structure and content of this book are influenced by experience teaching the subject.

Surprisingly, existing texts do not seem to address the interests or build on the computing
skills of today’s students. This book is designed to better match such student needs.
Some material in the book is of a review nature, and some material is merely an

introduction to subjects that will undoubtedly be explored in depth by those interested
in pursuing more advanced topics. The majority of the text, however, is an essentially
self-contained study of quantum mechanics for electronic and opto-electronic applications.

xiii
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

There are many important connections between quantum mechanics and classical
mechanics and electromagnetism. For this and other reasons, Chapter 1 is devoted to a
review of classical concepts. This establishes a point of view with which the predictions
of quantum mechanics can be compared. In a classroom situation it is also a conve-
nient way in which to establish a uniform minimum knowledge base. In Chapter 2 the
Schrödinger wave equation is introduced and used to motivate qualitative descriptions
of atoms, semiconductor crystals, and a heterostructure diode. Chapter 3 develops the
more systematic use of the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation to describe a particle
in simple potentials. It is in this chapter that the quantum mechanical phenomenon of tun-
neling is introduced. Chapter 4 is devoted to developing and using the propagation matrix
method to calculate electron scattering from a one-dimensional potential of arbitrary
shape. Applications include resonant electron tunneling and the Kronig-Penney model
of a periodic crystal potential. The generality of the method is emphasized by applying
it to light scattering from a dielectric discontinuity. Chapter 5 introduces some related
mathematics, the generalized uncertainty relation, and the concept of density of states.
Following this, the quantization of conductance is introduced. The harmonic oscillator is
discussed in Chapter 6 using the creation and annihilation operators. Chapter 7 deals with
fermion and boson distribution functions. This chapter shows how to numerically calculate
the chemical potential for a multi-electron system. Chapter 8 introduces and then applies
time-dependent perturbation theory to ionized impurity scattering in a semiconductor and
spontaneous light-emission from an atom. The semiconductor laser diode is described in
Chapter 9. Finally, Chapter 10 discusses the (still useful) time-independent perturbation
theory.
Throughout this book, I have tried to make applications to systems of practical impor-

tance the main focus and motivation for the reader. Applications have been chosen because
of their dominant roles in today’s technologies. Understanding is, after all, only useful if
it can be applied.

A. F. J. Levi
2003
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Preface to the second edition

Following the remarkable success of the first edition and not wanting to give up on a
good thing, the second edition of this book continues to focus on three main themes:
practicing manipulation of equations and analytic problem solving in quantum mechanics,
utilizing the availability of modern compute power to numerically solve problems, and
developing an intuition for applications of quantum mechanics. Of course there are many
books which address the first of the three themes. However, the aim here is to go beyond
that which is readily available and provide the reader with a richer experience of the
possibilities of the Schrödinger equation and quantum phenomena.
Changes in the second edition include the addition of problems to each chapter. These

also appear on the Cambridge University Press website. To make space for these problems
and other additions, previously printed listing of MATLAB code has been removed from
the text. Chapter 1 now has a section on harmonic oscillation of a diatomic molecule.
Chapter 2 has a new section on quantum communication. In Chapter 3 the discussion of
numerical solutions to the Schrödinger now includes periodic boundary conditions. The
tight binding model of band structure has been added to Chapter 4 and the numerical
evaluation of density of states from dispersion relation has been added to Chapter 5.
The discussion of occupation number representation for electrons has been extended in
Chapter 7. Chapter 11 is a new chapter in which quantization of angular momentum and
the hydrogenic atom are introduced.
Cambridge University Press has a website with supporting material for both students

and teachers who use the book. This includes MATLAB code used to create figures and
solutions to exercises. The website is: http://www.cambrige.org/9780521860963

A. F. J. Levi
2006
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MATLAB® programs

The computer requirements for the MATLAB1 language are an IBM or 100% compatible
system equipped with Intel 486, Pentium, Pentium Pro, Pentium4 processor or equivalent.
There should be an 8-bit or better graphics adapter and display, a minimum of 32MB
RAM, and at least 50MB disk space. The operating system should be Windows 95, NT4,
Windows 2000, or Windows XP.
If you have not already installed the MATLAB language on your computer, you

will need to purchase a copy and do so. MATLAB is available from MathWorks
(http://www.mathworks.com/).
After verifying correct installation of MATLAB, download the directory

AppliedQMmatlab from www.cambridge.org/9780521860963 and copy to a convenient
location in your computer user directory.
Launch MATLAB using the icon on the desktop or from the start menu. The MATLAB

command window will appear on your computer screen. From the MATLAB command
window use the path browser to set the path to the location of the AppliedQMmatlab
directory. Type the name of the file you wish to execute in the MATLAB command
window (do not include the “.m” extension). Press the enter key on the keyboard to run
the program.
You will find that some programs prompt for input from the keyboard. Most programs

display results graphically with intermediate results displayed in the MATLAB command
window.
To edit values in a program or to edit the program itself double-click on the file name

to open the file editor.
You should note that the computer programs in the AppliedQMmatlab directory are

not optimized. They are written in a very simple way to minimize any possible confusion
or sources of error. The intent is that these programs be used as an aid to the study of
applied quantum mechanics. When required, integration is performed explicitly, and in
the simplest way possible. However, for exercises involving matrix diagonalization use
is made of special MATLAB functions.
Some programs make use of the functions chempot.m, fermi.m, mu.m, runge4.m, and

solve_schM.m, and Chapt9Exercise5.m reads data from the datainLI.txt data input file.

1. MATLAB is a registered trademark of MathWorks, Inc.
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